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Double 
Ended Sprays
A diamond shaped flower arrangement 
made in floral foam that is placed on top 
of the coffin. The most popular choice for a 
‘main’ tribute, typically from the immediately 
bereaved. Starting at 3 feet in length and 
going up to 6 feet, we have included several 
designs and colour schemes but, as with 
all of our funeral tributes, please feel free to 
discuss other ideas with us.

Please note that due to the seasonal availability of 
flowers it may be necessary to vary individual stems 
from those shown. Our skilled florists may substitute 
flowers for some similar in style, quality and value. 
Where our designs include a sundry item like a basket, it 
may not always be possible to include the exact item as 
displayed. If such an occasion arises we will make every 
effort to replace the item with a suitable alternative.



2 – Double Ended Sprays

DES02
A vibrant tribute of deep oranges, yellows 
& rusts including a selection of seasonal flowers and foliage. 

3ft £135   4ft £180   5ft £225   6ft £270 

DES03
A beautiful display of velvety red roses  
with complementary foliage. Also available in 
pink, white, yellow, orange or a mixture of colours.

3ft £175   4ft £225   5ft £275   6ft £325  

DES01
Pretty pink blooms including lilies & roses 
with seasonal foliage. Also available in white.

3ft £150   4ft £200   5ft £250   6ft £300 



Double Ended Sprays – 3

DES06
In summery blues, pinks, lilacs & purples, this 
beautiful spray includes delphiniums, hydrangeas, 
gerberas & alstroemeria. Subject to seasonal availability.

3ft £150   4ft £200   5ft £250   6ft £300  

DES05
A classic & stunning all white lily &  
rose double ended spray.  Also available in pink.

3ft £150   4ft £200   5ft £250   6ft £300  

DES04
A natural style spray of summer  
blooms including sunflowers, roses &  
solidaster. Sunflowers subject to seasonal availability. 

3ft £135   4ft £180   5ft £225   6ft £270 



Crosses 
and Letters
A cross or a selection of letters are both 
popular tributes that can go alongside the 
coffin, or on top instead of a double ended 
spray.  Either traditional in style with a base 
of white chrysanthemums with ribbon or 
foliage edging & sprays of your colour choice, 
or alternatively in a loose informal style in 
a colour scheme of your choice. Crosses 
come in a range of sizes from 2ft up to 6ft.  
Letters can be arranged in any formation 
that you wish such as MUM, DAD, BROTHER, 
nicknames or even initials.

Please note that due to the seasonal availability of 
flowers it may be necessary to vary individual stems 
from those shown. Our skilled florists may substitute 
flowers for some similar in style, quality and value. 
Where our designs include a sundry item like a basket, it 
may not always be possible to include the exact item as 
displayed. If such an occasion arises we will make every 
effort to replace the item with a suitable alternative.



Crosses and Letters – 5

LE01
Available with a white chrysanthemum 
base with ribbon & sprays in a range of 
colours.

£45 per letter

CR02
A loose cross of mixed, seasonal 
flowers & foliage as pictured or in a colour 
scheme of your choice. Can also be edged in a 
complementary coloured ribbon if desired.

£50 per foot

CR01
A traditional cross in a range of sizes. 
Based in white chrysanthemums with either 
foliage or complementary ribbon surround with 
sprays of your colour choice.

£45 per foot

LE02
An alternative to based letters. This 
mixed, open tribute is available in a col-
our scheme of your choice.

£50 per letter

Please note should you wish to have any based letters sprayed in an alternative colour of your 
choice, there will be a surcharge of £5 per letter.

Other lettering options are available up to 7 letters. Please discuss directly with us.



Sprays 
and Sheaves
A popular choice from relatives or friends of 
the deceased, single ended sprays are made 
into floral foam in a teardrop shape tapering 
to one end. Sheaves are typically tied with 
loose stems, however these can be arranged 
into floral foam so as the flowers have a 
water source for longer life.

Please note that due to the seasonal availability of 
flowers it may be necessary to vary individual stems 
from those shown. Our skilled florists may substitute 
flowers for some similar in style, quality and value. 
Where our designs include a sundry item like a basket, it 
may not always be possible to include the exact item as 
displayed. If such an occasion arises we will make every 
effort to replace the item with a suitable alternative.

Available in Standard (S), Medium (M), Large (L) and Deluxe (D). 
Price in bold denotes size as pictured.



Sprays and Sheaves – 7

SES01
A colourful tribute of seasonal purple, lilac, 
yellow and gold flowers.

S £40   M £50   L £60   D £75 

SES03
A classic single ended spray in oranges, 
rusts, creams, whites & lemons.

S £40   M £50   L £60   D £75 

SES05
A pretty teardrop shaped single ended 
spray with pastel pinks & delicate lilacs.

S £40   M £50   L £60   D £75 

SES02
Red blooms are simply combined with 
white gypsophila & seasonal foliage.

S £35   M £45   L £55   D £65 

SES04
A stunning tribute with classic white 
blooms & seasonal foliage.

S £45   M £55   L £65   D £80 

SES06
Longiflorum lilies along with other 
seasonal white blooms & mixed foliage 
make up this classic tribute.

S £50   M £60   L £70   D £85 



8 – Sprays and Sheaves

SHE01
White & purple blooms, simply combined 
with seasonal foliage to make this classic 
tied sheaf.

S £35   M £45   L £55   D £65 

SHE03
A simple tied sheaf of either 3 or 6 best 
roses with seasonal foliage.  Available in a 
range of colours.

3 roses £20   6 roses £35

SHE05
A traditional tied sheaf in whites & pinks 
with roses, chrysanthemums & delicate 
lisianthus. 

S £35   M £45   L £55   D £65 

SHE02
Long stemmed 
red roses are 
combined with 
seaonal foliage to 
make an elegant, 
simple tribute.

SHE04
A tied sheaf of seasonal gold, yellow 
& white blooms incorporating lilies & 
gerberas.

S £35   M £45   L £55   D £65

SHE06
A traditional sheaf of golds, yellow & 
purples including roses, lisianthus, mini 
gerberas & solidaster. 

S £35   M £45   L £55   D £65 

12 roses £60 
18 roses £80 
24 roses £115 

Available in a range of colours.



Hearts
A beautiful, very personal tribute for a loved 
one. Our hearts are lovingly made in several 
styles from the traditional to the more 
informal. Please see overleaf for a few ideas 
or feel free to discuss your vision with us 
directly. 

Please note that due to the seasonal availability of 
flowers it may be necessary to vary individual stems 
from those shown. Our skilled florists may substitute 
flowers for some similar in style, quality and value. 
Where our designs include a sundry item like a basket, it 
may not always be possible to include the exact item as 
displayed. If such an occasion arises we will make every 
effort to replace the item with a suitable alternative.



10 – Hearts

HEA01
A based full heart tribute with a deep red & 
pale pink spray.  With either foliage edging 
or ribbon to complement in a variety of 
colours.

Standard 17” as shown £100  
Large 21” £130 

HEA03
A striking full heart created using seasonal 
foliage & a combination of red blooms.  
Available as pictured or in colours of your 
choice.

Standard 17” £115  
Large 21” as shown £135 

HEA02
A delicate open heart tribute, available 
as pictured or in a colour scheme of your 
choice with seasonal foliage.

£110

HEA04
A collection of roses in varying shades & 
sizes interspersed with seasonal foliage.  
Available as pictured or in colours of 
your choice. 

Standard 17” £125  
Large 21” as shown £150



Pillows 
and Cushions
Traditional & timeless, or informal & loose 
in style, cushions & pillows have long been 
a popular choice for a funeral tribute.  We 
offer two styles, classic, based with white 
chrysanthemums with foliage or ribbon 
surround & flower sprays of your colour 
choice or in a more informal & loose open 
style in a colour scheme of your choice.

Please note that due to the seasonal availability of 
flowers it may be necessary to vary individual stems 
from those shown. Our skilled florists may substitute 
flowers for some similar in style, quality and value. 
Where our designs include a sundry item like a basket, it 
may not always be possible to include the exact item as 
displayed. If such an occasion arises we will make every 
effort to replace the item with a suitable alternative.



12 – Pillows and Cushions

CUS02
A loose cushion in delicate pinks & lilacs avail-
able with a ribbon edge as pictured or foliage 
& flowers in a colour scheme of your choice.

Standard 15” £100  
Medium 18” as shown £125  
Large 21” £150 

PIL01
Created using a base of white chrysanthe-
mums & a spray of flowers as pictured or in 
your choice of colours. Choose between a 
foliage edge or ribbon surround.

Standard 18” £100  
Medium 21” £125  
Large 23” £150 

CUS01
Available as pictured with a foliage edge or 
with a ribbon surround & flower spray of your 
colour choice.

Standard 15” as shown £80  
Medium 18” £100  
Large 21” £125 



Wreaths, 
Posy Pads 
and Baskets 
Wreaths, posy pads & baskets have long 
been favoured as a traditional choice 
for a tribute for a relative or friend. Made 
in a traditional style, based with white 
chrysanthemums with foliage or ribbon 
surround & sprays in colours of your choice 
or loose and informal with a mixture of 
seasonal flowers & foliage. Our basket 
arrangements can be customised to a colour 
scheme of your choosing.

Please note that due to the seasonal availability of 
flowers it may be necessary to vary individual stems 
from those shown. Our skilled florists may substitute 
flowers for some similar in style, quality and value. 
Where our designs include a sundry item like a basket, it 
may not always be possible to include the exact item as 
displayed. If such an occasion arises we will make every 
effort to replace the item with a suitable alternative.

Available in Standard (12”), Medium (14”), Large (16”), Deluxe (18”), 
and Luxury (20”). Price in bold denotes size as pictured.



14 – Wreaths, Posy Pads and Baskets

POS01
A compact posy pad arrangement with a 
white chrysanthemum base with either 
foliage or ribbon surround with a spray of 
flowers on top in a choice of colours.

S £55   M £65   L £75   D £90

POS03
A colourful posy with a mixture of gold, 
yellow and white blooms.

S £60   M £70   L £80   D £95

POS05
A round posy pad arrangement of 
velvety red roses with spray carnations 
& hypericum berries mixed with vibrant 
purple statice & complementary foliage.

S £65   M £75   L £85   D £100

POS04
A mixed posy pad in limes, whites, blues 
and purples.

S £60   M £70   L £80   D £95

POS06
A modern, grouped posy pad in zesty 
oranges, limes & whites.

S £65   M £75   L £85   D £100

POS02
A classic collection of white & green 
blooms combine to make a simple & 
beautiful tribute.

S £60   M £70   L £80   D £95



Wreaths, Posy Pads and Baskets – 15

WRE01
A classic wreath 
with a base of white chrysanthemums with 
a flower spray in colours of your choice.  
Available with a foliage edge as pictured or 
a complementary ribbon surround. 

S £60  M £70  L £85  D £95  Lx £115

WRE03
Soft pinks in pretty shades are combined 
with seasonal foliage to create this 
beautiful tribute.

S £55  M £65  L £80  D £95  Lx £115

BAS01
A rich mixture of deep reds with rusts, 
oranges &  golds.  Including a mixture of 
seasonal flowers & foliage.

S £35   M £45   L £55   D £70

WRE02
Vibrant orange gerberas & carnations are 
matched with purple statice & blue thistles 
with seasonal foliage to create this colourful 
tribute.   

S £55  M £65  L £80  D £95   Lx £115

WRE04
Crisp whites with lilacs & purples are mixed 
with complementary foliage to create this 
striking wreath.

S £55  M £65  L £80  D £95  Lx £115

BAS02
A colourful mixture of seasonal flowers 
in shades of pink & purples with 
complementary foliage. 

S £35   M £45   L £55   D £70



Special 
Tributes
We offer many tributes which are all crafted 
personally for the individual. See overleaf 
for some of our more popular choices but as 
this is such a bespoke requirement, please 
feel free to discuss your ideas directly with 
us.

Please note that due to the seasonal availability of 
flowers it may be necessary to vary individual stems 
from those shown. Our skilled florists may substitute 
flowers for some similar in style, quality and value. 
Where our designs include a sundry item like a basket, it 
may not always be possible to include the exact item as 
displayed. If such an occasion arises we will make every 
effort to replace the item with a suitable alternative.



Special Tributes – 17

Angel
Crafted with a white chrysanthemum base 
with either silver or gold wings with a flower 
spray of your colour choice.

£125

Horseshoe
Traditional horseshoe shape made 
with a white chrysanthemum base 
with a red rose spray and red rose 
‘nails’.  Alternative colours available.

Standard 12” £100 
Large 20” £135

Football
Made in your team’s colours with a 
flower spray to match. Mounted on a 
green grass base for stability.

£150

Star
A pretty star shaped tribute 
made with a mixture of white 
chrysanthemums & million stars 
gypsophila with a flower spray of 
your colour choice.

£125



18 – Special Tributes

Butterfly
A pretty butterfly in shades of pink, white & 
green.  Other colour choices available.

£150

Large Teddy
A large teddy bear, approximately 23” high 
based in white chrysanthemums with 
subtle detailing.

£175

Gates of Heaven
A traditional tribute based in white 
chrysanthemums with flower sprays in 
your colour choice. Available with foliage 
edging as pictured or complementary 
ribbon surround.

£150

Small Teddy
A small teddy bear, approximately 18” 
high based in white chrysanthemums 
with detailing in colours of your choice.

£115



Florist’s 
Choice
If you’re feeling overwhelmed or struggling 
to make a decision, please feel free to use 
our Florist’s Choice option. Simply choose 
the style you would like and a price point 
& one of our expert florists will craft you a 
beautiful tribute using a mixture of flowers 
and colours befitting the current season and 
gender of the deceased.

Please note, although quality will not be compromised, 
specific flower choices and colours are unable to be 

accommodated in our Florist’s Choice section.

Please note that due to the seasonal availability of 
flowers it may be necessary to vary individual stems 
from those shown. Our skilled florists may substitute 
flowers for some similar in style, quality and value. 
Where our designs include a sundry item like a basket, it 
may not always be possible to include the exact item as 
displayed. If such an occasion arises we will make every 
effort to replace the item with a suitable alternative.

Available in Standard (S), Medium (M), Large (L), 
Deluxe (D), and Luxury (Lx).



20 – Florist’s Choice

Traditional Bouquet
A flat bouquet with a selection of flowers 
wrapped in cellophane with a bow.

S £30   M £35   L £40   D £50

Single Ended Spray
A tear drop shaped arrangement of flowers 
made in floral foam.

S £35  M £40  L £45  D £50  Lx £65

Double Ended Spray
A diamond shaped arrangement made into 
floral foam.

3ft £120  4ft £160  5ft £200  6ft £240

Wreath
A circular ring of flowers in floral foam.

S £55  M £65  L £75  D £85  Lx £100

Basket Arrangement
A mixture of flowers, arranged in floral foam 
in a basket.

S £35  M £40  L £45  D £50  Lx £65

Posy Bowl Arrangement
A round arrangement in floral foam placed 
in a dish.

S £30  M £35  L £40  D £45  Lx £50
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